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Photographs by Drew Barrymore reveal hearts found in everyday situations."I have always loved

hearts," writes acclaimed actress Drew Barrymore in the foreword to this heartwarming gift book.

"The way that continuous line accomplishes the most extraordinary thing--it conveys love." In FIND

IT IN EVERYTHING, Barrymore shares the photographs she has taken of heart-shaped objects and

patterns she has come across over the past ten years. Some are obvious and others barely

discernible. A discarded straw wrapper, a hole in a T-shirt, a scallion in a bowl of miso soup --

seemingly everywhere she turns her lens a heart reveals itself. A very personal collection of images,

many of them accompanied by brief captions that reflect on beauty in the everyday, FIND IT IN

EVERYTHING is a delightful book from the beloved actress and director, who now adds

photographer to her list of credentials.
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I bought this as a gift for a friend who loves to collect anything that has hearts. She adored it!Drew

did an awesome job photographing her discovery of finding hearts in the most unusual places and

what that meant to her.Truly a recommended book for Valentine's Day and for anyone who has an



appreciation of heart shapes!

Reviewing this book is hard because I love Drew Barrymore and the idea of the book. That said, the

production quality was a bit disappointing. The book is rather small and the printing seems a little

cheap. On the up side, the concept is great and the pics are cute. I bought this as a gift and still

gave it but added a few more things because the book seemed a little too small to give on its own.

Ugh... I wanted to love this book. Hoping when she does another book the production quality will be

better. Still love her though and all that the book represents.

I have heard/read comments about the quality of photographs in this book and feel compelled to

add my own. The critic misses the premise of the book; spontaneity. Life isn't always scripted and/or

staged. Ms Barrymore found her inspiration in the simple things in the MOMENT. In my mind, this is

reflective of finding love in everything, finding joy in everything, finding peace, etc. etc. etc.When we

can remove our critical lens and capture what our heart is telling us in each and every event of our

lives, we will find it. Drew Barrymore certainly has in this simple, yet beautiful book. Let the critics

say what they will, but what they're missing is EVERYTHING.Thanks, Drew! My daughter's birthday

is Valentine's Day and I presented her with your book. It is representative of who she is as a person;

one who has faced adversities, challenges, sorrows and joy with the same eye as you. She has,

and continues, to find the heart in everything.

Unfortunately I bought this as a gift for someone. It reminded me of something I could do in an

afternoon by myself. No real creativity there, just someone thought up the idea. I was hoping for

more originality. I was embarrassed to have given it to someone.

I loved the book. However, it's a tiny short little book and falls absolutely in the category of "picture

book" as there is not much reading to this book at all. Maybe a little much to pay that being the

case, but I enjoyed it none the less. Drew Barrymore just makes me smile.

What a fun book to page through and share. I have it on my coffee table and visitors enjoy it too. I'm

now looking for hearts in my daily life and in odd places. Drew has started a new trend - find hearts

and find love!

I am a sucker for hearts in nature and I have discovered some pretty extraordinary examples and



photographed them myself. In agreement to some of the other reviews, this book's size and content

was a bit of a let down.

Being a true FAN of EVERYTHING DREW, this book was no exception!!! It shows, if you take the

time to REALLY see at your surroundings you can alway's find beauty in almost eveything you

experience. Drew is able to do that in her life she's an exceptional talent that didn't let the crappy

things she lived thru END her. Really sweet book everyone should check it out.
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